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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Rosehill Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Tony D'Amore

Principal

School contact details

Rosehill Public School
Prospect St
ROSEHILL, 2142
www.rosehill-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
rosehill-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
9637 2202

Message from the Principal

We have supported our students to identify priorities and critique their own and peers' learning to build class learning
communities that are focussed on personal best and excellence.

It was my pleasure to relieve as Principal at Rosehill Public School in 2018 and I am so proud of what the community has
been able to accomplish during this time. I would sincerely like to thank the students, parents and carers and staff at
Rosehill for making it such a special community to be a part of and a wonderful place to come and learn each day. 2018
was a transformative year as we began to action the 2018–2020 school plan. Many new staff joined the team and a new
look executive was formed which included the addition of a second Deputy Principal. Our pursuit of growth for every
student P–6, community spirit and efficacy, along with our dedication to preparing our students for the challenges of our
future, inspired the motto of the 2018–2020 plan: 'Fostering Thoughtful and Resilient Learners'

In staying true to our motto, the school community has relentlessly worked together to build our students' capacity, from
Preschool to Year 6, to drive their own learning. Teachers have supported all of our students to build on their strengths
and work with their areas for development with a growth mindset and a tenacious, resilient attitude to their learning. We
have supported our students to identify priorities, and critique their own and peers' learning, to build class learning
communities that are focussed on personal best and excellence.

Our community shares in the students' learning journeys through collaboration on Seesaw, an app for sharing learning,
and through Project Based Learning showcases. Our students seek to explore rich, real world problems that are
meaningful to them. They apply their skillsets, developed through explicit, expert teaching, to demonstrate their cross
curricular capabilities. Our students create, collaborate, think critically and communicate together, sharing their learning
and developing personalised learning goals that are challenging and engaging. They 'bump up their learning', using our
Literacy and Numeracy continuums as stepping stones.

The staff and community have high expectations of our learners and celebrate every child's learning achievements,
building our learners' capacities to explore their talents and be excited by their life–long learning adventures.
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School background

School vision statement

Rosehill Public School provides a dynamic, meaningful and flexible learning environment that fosters successful student,
teacher and collaborative community learning partnerships in our changing world. At Rosehill Public School we maintain
a culture of care, respect and personal best. Students and teachers work together, with resilience and a growth mindset,
to ensure strengths are recognised and celebrated.

School context

Rosehill Public School has  approximately 761 K–6 students and 80 part time preschool students and caters for the
needs of a culturally diverse community with high aspirations for their children's learning success. The school is
organised into stage and grade based learning teams led by a dedicated and skilled executive team.

Explicit, personalised and differentiated teaching in literacy and numeracy, underpinned by strong implementation of
current research into effective teaching and its impact on learning, are focus areas in our school. Curriculum
implementation in the Key Learning Areas is informed by teaching practice that  is  evidence–based. Relevant, real world
learning opportunities, integrating curriculum to support meaningful engagement, has led to transformation of classroom
practice.

Rosehill Public School provides opportunities that promote and celebrate diversity in teacher, student and community
leadership.

Our school community holds high expectations for our students. Quality teaching and learning is the uncompromising
focus of the school. School directions are collaboratively developed and evaluated and teachers are actively engaged in
best practice professional learning.

Our parent and broader community highly value education and opportunities for student leadership and the school has a
very committed and hard–working P&C who complement the educational and cultural experiences at the school and
beyond.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high–quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

SELF ASSESSMENT – LEARNING

Learning: Learning Culture

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*There is demonstrated commitment within the school community that all students make learning progress.

*Partnerships with parents and students support clear improvement aims and planning for learning.

*The school collects and analyses information to inform and support students' successful transitions.

*The school seeks to collaborate with parents of students whose continuity of learning is at risk.

*Attendance data is regularly analysed and is used to inform planning.

*Whole school and personalised attendance approaches are improving regular attendance rates for all students,
including those at risk.

Learning: Wellbeing
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Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*Every student can identify a staff member to whom they can confidently turn for advice and assistance at school.

*The school collects, analyses and uses data, including valid and reliable student, parent and staff surveys/feedback, to
monitor and refine a whole school approach to wellbeing and engagement in order to improve learning.

*Well–developed and evidence–based approaches, programs and assessment processes identify, regularly monitor and
review individual student learning needs.

*The school's wellbeing approach focuses on creating an effective environment for learning.

*Teachers and other school staff explicitly communicate expectations of behaviour across school settings.

Learning: Curriculum

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Excelling'.

*The school's curriculum provision and evidence–based teaching practices provide a high expectations framework, within
which all students effectively develop their knowledge, understanding and skills.

*The school monitors and reviews its curriculum provision to meet changing requirements of the students.

*Teaching and learning programs are dynamic, showing evidence of revisions based on feedback on teaching practices,
consistent and reliable student assessment and continuous tracking of student progress and achievement.

*Teaching and learning programs across the school show
evidence that they are adjusted to address individual student needs, ensuring
that all students are challenged and all adjustments lead to improved learning.
Teachers involve students and parents in planning to support learning, and
share expected outcomes.

Learning: Assessment

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*Teachers collect and use assessment data that monitors achievements and identifies gaps in learning to inform
planning for particular student groups and individual students.

*Assessment is a tool that supports learning across the school. Teachers use reliable assessments to capture
information about student learning.

*Teachers share criteria for student assessment with students. Formative and summative assessments create
opportunities for students to receive feedback on their learning.

*The school analyses summative assessment data to identify learning progress of individual students and student
cohorts. Teachers use summative data to identify student learning and validate formative assessment practices.

Learning: Reporting

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*The school has explicit processes to collect, analyse and report specific internal and external student and school
performance data, on a regular basis.

*Student reports contain personalised information about individual student learning progress and achievement, and
preview plans for meeting future learning goals.

*Schools provide parents/carers with information on the learning progress of their children, including reports and
parent/teacher interviews, as well as opportunities to discuss this progress.

Learning: Student Performance Measures

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*The school achieves excellent value–added results, significantly above the value added by the average school.
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*At least 35% of students achieve in the top two bands for NAPLAN reading, writing and numeracy.

*Students are aware of – and most are showing – expected growth on internal school progress and achievement data.

*School data shows that student progress and achievement on external measures is consistent with progress and
achievement on internal assessments.

SELF ASSESSMENT – TEACHING

Teaching: Student Effective Classroom Practice

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*Teachers collaborate across faculties/stages/teams to share curriculum knowledge, data, feedback and other
information about student progress and achievement, to inform the development of evidence–based programs and
lessons, which meet the needs of all students.

*Teachers are skilled at explicit teaching techniques such as questioning and assessing to identify students' learning
needs, and use a range of explicit strategies to explain and break down knowledge.

*Teachers provide explicit, specific and timely formative feedback related to defined success criteria. Teachers' feedback
supports improved student learning.

*A school–wide approach to effective and positive classroom management is evident. Support is provided to teachers
where needed, ensuring optimum learning.

Teaching: Data Skills and Use

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*Teachers access and engage in professional learning that builds skills in the analysis, interpretation and use of student
progress and achievement data.

*The leadership team comprehensively analyses student progress and achievement data for insights into student
learning and discusses results with the whole staff.

*All teachers contribute to gathering and analysing data.

*Assessments are developed/sourced and used regularly across stages/year levels/subject areas or the whole school to
help promote consistent and comparable judgement of student learning, monitor student learning progress, and identify
skill gaps for improvement and areas for extension.

*School staff collaborate with the school community to use student progress and achievement data to identify strategic
priorities, and develop and implement plans for continuous improvement.

*Strategies implemented reflect research on best practice and include ongoing monitoring of success.

Teaching: Professional Standards

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*Teachers' Professional Development Plans are supported by a coordinated whole school approach to developing
professional practice, informed by research. Whole school analysis of the teaching staff identifies strengths and gaps,
with planning in place to build capabilities and source teachers with particular expertise to improve student learning
outcomes.

*The school monitors the accreditation status of all staff and encourages the pursuit of higher levels of accreditation.

*All teachers use professional standards and PDPs to identify and monitor specific areas for development or continual
improvement.

*Teachers are proficient in their teaching of literacy and numeracy, meeting the needs of students in their subject/stage.

Teaching: Learning and Development

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.
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*Teachers engage in professional discussion and collaborate to improve teaching and learning in their classes, year
groups, stages, faculties, or for particular student groups. This includes negotiated observations of classroom teaching
practice, with feedback, to improve professional knowledge and practice.

*Formal mentoring or coaching to improve teaching and develop aspiring leaders is provided to teachers who request it
or are identified as in need of support.

*The staff evaluate professional learning activities to identify and systematically promote and implement the most
effective strategies to improve teaching and learning.

*Teachers collaborate with staff in other schools to share and embed good practice.

*Teaching staff demonstrate and share their expertise within their school and with other schools. All teachers have expert
contemporary content knowledge and deploy effective teaching strategies. The school trials innovative practices and has
processes in place to evaluate, refine and scale success.

SELF ASSESSMENT – LEADING

Leading: Educational Leadership

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*Professional learning in the school emphasises developing effective instructional leadership, management skills and
leadership attributes to facilitate whole school improvement and build a strong pipeline of leaders.

*The leadership team develops processes to collaboratively review teaching practices to affirm quality and to challenge
and address underperformance.

*Teaching and non–teaching staff proactively seek to improve their performance. The school supports collaborative
performance development and efforts to continuously monitor improvement.

*The school regularly solicits and addresses feedback on school performance from students, staff, parents and the
broader school community.

Leading: School Planning, implementation and Reporting

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*The leadership team actively supports change that leads to improvement, creating opportunities where feedback about
the impact of change can be shared and monitored.

*The leadership team embeds clear processes, with accompanying timelines and milestones, to direct school activity
towards effective implementation of the school plan.

*Staff understand what they need to do to help address the school plan's strategic directions and meet the school's
improvement measures.

*In the annual report, the school reports on the alignment of resource allocation, professional learning, and the
monitoring of student data with the plan's strategic priorities.

Leading: School Resources

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Sustaining and Growing'.

*The leadership team deploys teaching and non–teaching staff to make best use of available expertise to meet the needs
of students.

*The leadership team uses data to evaluate the effectiveness of management processes, and creates a culture of shared
accountability to achieve organisational best practice.

*Physical learning spaces are used flexibly to meet a broad range of student learning interests and needs.

*Technology is effectively used to enhance learning and service delivery.

*Use of school facilities by the local community delivers benefits to students.
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*Strategic financial management is used to gain efficiencies and to maximise resources available to implement the
school plan.

Leading: Management Practices and Processes

Rosehill Public School achieved 'Excelling'.

*The school makes informed choices about administrative practices and systems in place, based on cost effectiveness,
evidence, and in response to local context and need.

*Management practices and processes are responsive to school community feedback. There is a whole school approach
to improving service delivery and customer (parent and/or student) experience.

*The leadership team measures school community (parent and student) satisfaction and shares its analysis and actions
in response to the findings with its community. Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

Quality, responsive teacher practice.

Purpose

Teachers provide differentiated learning experiences tailored to student needs that are data driven and challenging.

Overall summary of progress

Goal – To deliver consistent high quality teacher professional learning using latest research based pedagogy to
upskill teachers to:

Analyse data and implement plans for individualised and continuous improvement

Plan and deliver explicit teaching

Differentiate learning

Provide personalised learning

Deliver quality future focused lessons

Use flexible learning spaces and furniture

Enhance learning experiences through co–teaching

Building teaching capacity and a broad leadership base is always a high priority if successful practices are to be
embedded across the school. The key indicator measuring this is the quality of pedagogy evident in every classroom.
Strategic Direction One aims at inspiring others as we lead learning collegially and collaboratively. In 2018 at Rosehill
PS, we actively provided staff with opportunities to continue their learning and professional development and model
learning as a lifelong process. In delivering this Strategic Direction 1 leaders are leading grade supervisors to be
confident and proficient at guiding their teams to expertly use evidence to support ongoing development of innovative
learning and the provision of quality resources to enable all students to connect, succeed and thrive.

Through quality whole school teacher professional learning in 2018 we have further strengthened whole–school focus on
using data to inform practice through professional learning in the effective use of data, and continued to work at the
embedment of evidence–based teacher practices across the school.

During our 2018 Term 3 Staff Development Day, the Senior Executive Team proficiently delivered a presentation on the
CESE 'What Works Best Reflection Guide' where we were able to influence a whole staff (P–6) commitment of
prioritising the areas of High Expectations, Explicit Teaching, Effective Feedback, Use of Data to Inform Practice,
Classroom Management, Wellbeing and Collaboration in their everyday practice.

Executive staff and other school leaders have been coached by the Senior Executive team to be confident and proficient
at guiding their teams to expertly use evidence to support ongoing development of innovative learning and the provision
of quality resources to enable all students to connect, succeed and thrive.

Staff have engaged in the new research based pedagogical approaches and changes in educational delivery in order to
maximise teaching & learning experiences that ensure the whole school community at the forefront of 21st Century
Learning resulting in rapid improvement in literacy and numeracy outcomes. We built on our previous work with the 4 Cs
of Critical Thinking, Creativity, Communication and Collaboration through an extension to Citizenship and Character as
we work towards shaping young learners to be proficient connectors, creators and constructivists in line with the
principles of Education 3.0.

Process 1:

Professional learning and research is systematically evaluated and promoted, with the most effective future ready
pedagogies, such as passion–based projects and PBL, embedded in programs.

What have we implemented?:

Leading professional conversations through the Growth Coaching approach
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STEM/STEAM projects

Trained staff – Project Based Learning

Implemented PBL across the school (2 day training Hilltop road and ongoing support from supervisors)

Focus on Reading training

Mathematics Scope & Sequence

TPL – Student Voice & Choice

Classroom Walk Throughs

What Future Focused Pedagogies are we seeing in Classrooms?:

Flexible Learning environments and teaching strategies

Learning needs identified and challenging experiences provided

Engine rooms – Differentiated Learning

Focus on Reading implemented in classrooms

Students inspired to be leaders of their own learners

Passion Projects/Genius Hour/STEM/STEAM

What was the IMPACT of Process 1?:

TTFM data shows over 80% of students were engaged and challenged with their learning in general

Teachers confident to program and implement effective strategies to teach the 4C such as STEM & PBL in all stages /
PBL – All stages in 2018 involved in PBL showcase/STEM showcase

92% of students said that PBL has positively impacted their engagement at school (Engagement = Learning)

100% of Parents felt that PBL positively affected their child's engagement at school

95% of teachers stated that PBL has positively impacted student engagement and learning including the 4 C's

Students

'It has helped me by getting more creative and expands my abilities'

'PBL helps us think outside the box which helps to develop our skills in thinking and achieving'

Parents

'It is awesome as it improves my daughters' way of thinking and how to do team work and think innovatively to achieve
the task'

Teachers

'Students work collaboratively and cooperatively using the 4 Cs to showcase their learning in exciting and creative ways.
Students enjoy the flexible structure and leading their own learning. Students enjoy sharing their learning with authentic
audiences and celebrating their success'

Process 2:

Team–based collaborative practice to support the use of data to identify strategic priorities and implement plans for
continuous improvement.

What have we implemented?:

Stage teams analysis of data on a cyclic bases and shared with the Executive – putting faces to the data.
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Stage/Team cooperative planning

NAPLAN Analysis

What are we seeing in Classrooms?:

Learning data used to guide teaching and cyclically analysed and learning programs modified to cater for students needs

Engine rooms – explicit teaching

Support, intervention programs

What was the Impact of Process 2?:

All Year groups achieved > than or = to 78% and above on our Semester 2 report analysis in English

All Year groups achieved > than or = to 71% as seen in Literacy PLAN data (average of all clusters)

All Year groups achieved > than or = to 77% and above on our Semester 2 report analysis in Mathematics.

All Year groups achieved > than or = to 83% as seen in Mathematic PLAN data (average of all clusters)

Kindergarten Achieved 96% in Literacy and Numeracy

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

All teacher programs have
evidence of differentiation.

Casual cover for PBL TPL K–6 PBL showcases completed and very
successful, with attendance by all classes,
promoted via the school app and seesaw and
attended by 60% of the school community within
these stage groups.

TEN and TOWN training postponed till 2019, due to
high staff change over and priority of other
programs.

Staff TPL around embedment of best practice in
reading, as identified in programs, still to be
completed in 2019 as additional TPL was delivered
around NAPLAN priority areas and data analysis.
Guest speaker Jenny Williams provided staff with
TPL on reading group strategies.

Classroom Walkthroughs round 2 completed Week
8 Term 4, with analysis provided to staff, focusing
on Student Voice and Choice.

Impact was measured through the analysis of the
'Engagement' section of the TTFM survey.

Impact was measured through Classroom
Walkthrough Data Analysis, comparing T2 and T4
growth.

 T4 Planning Day implemented for each stage
team. Programs evaluated by team leaders in Week
8 to confirm ongoing evidence of differentiation and
assessment practices.

All teachers using learning data
for student learning improvement.
Teachers analysing SMART data
to improve NAPLAN results and
increase performance in the top 2

PLAN – data analysis
documents *Casual cover
for planning days (or
collapsing of specialist
timetables) *Program

Stage teams PLAN data inputed online and
analysed, triangulated with NAPLAN data and
grade assessments, shared at exec and in team
meetings to inform Term 4 planning days.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

bands. evaluation checklists
*SMART data tool

NAPLAN and PLAN data analysed and reported.
Focus areas for 2019 identified. Programs checked
and written reports compiled and stored on server.

Impact to be measured through the SMART tool.
Evidence indicates an improvement in the top 2
bands for Years 3 , 5 and 7.

The Tell Them From Me student
survey indicates that 80% of
students feel learning is
challenging.

N/A TTFM data shows over 80% of students were
engaged and challenged with their learning in
general

Classroom Walkthroughs data
evidences embedding of
evidenced based professional
learning.

$16,000 for casuals over
the course of the year to run
the classroom walkthroughs
program

Classroom Walkthrough data Gathered
Semester 2 (Term 4)

Early Stage 1 – Teacher generated Learning
Intentions were observed 10 times in early stage
classrooms

70% of students surveyed were able to explain the
intention and 60% explained how to be successful

Stage 1 – Teacher generated Learning Intentions
were observed 12 times in stage 1 classrooms and
student generated 8 times

66% of students surveyed were able to explain the
intention, although work was still needed around
explaining how to be successful

Stage 2– 4 Teacher generated Learning Intentions
were observed 4 times and student generated 2
times

All of the students surveyed were able to explain
the intention success criteria

Stage 3 – Student generated Learning Intentions
were observed in 5 of the 6 Stage 3 classrooms.

60% of students surveyed were able to explain the
intention and success criteria

Next Steps

Based on 2018's baseline data, our 2019 milestones will see us move in the following directions:

Process 1: Professional learning and research is systematically evaluated and promoted, with the most effective
future ready pedagogies, such as passion–based projects and PBL, embedded in programs.

Program audit Term 1 – Around NAPLAN focus areas (new for 2019) and the explicit teaching of reading – following up
on our work with Jenny Willams

TESA – used as a rubric to support growth towards Education 3.0

Focus on Reading – continued professional learning

DP's & AP's as Instructional Leaders (links with Process 1 & 2)

Professional Learning – Jenny Williams
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Aspiring Leaders Network

Kindergarten – Makers Empire – through Macquarie University

Process 2: Team–based collaborative practice to support the use of data to identify strategic priorities and
implement plans for continuous improvement.

NAPLAN Focus Areas

DP's & AP's and targeted aspiring leaders as Instructional Leaders (links with Process 1 & 2)

Continued Data Analysis – Triangulation – 'Sentral' to support– Assessments recorded on Sentral with full use of
analysis capabilities. LST to support

Collaborative planning, practice & co–teaching

CTJ – Consistent Teacher Judgement continued and ensuring consistency across the school

Build upon existing partnerships with inspirational colleagues that are experts in their fields an look to expand on these.
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Strategic Direction 2

Students as leaders of their own learning

Purpose

The school supports students to be engaged learners by building their capacity to lead their learning.

Overall summary of progress

Why 'Students as leaders of their own learning?'

Recommendation 3 of Through Growth to Achievement, March 2018 – Ensure all students have opportunities within
schools to be partners in their learning.

Engaging students as partners in learning will help them reach their full potential.

The school that supports students to be engaged learners and build their capacity to lead their learning
increases agency (ownership and responsibility) and achievement and creates positive long–term learning habits.

As John Hattie noted the biggest effect on student learning occur when students become their own teachers –
developing positive behaviours such as self–monitoring, self–evaluation , self assessment and self teaching.
Process 1:
Authentic embedment of Assessment For Learning practices, visible thinking, goal setting, learning co–creation and
critiquing for effective feedback and feed forward at all levels.

What have we implemented?:

AFL

Goal setting

Critiquing

Feedback

Bump it Up Walls

Classroom Walkthrough data Gathered Semester 1 (Term 2)

Goal: Classroom Walkthrough data shows that learning goals are embedded in 80% classrooms at stage, class and
student level.

Learning Intentions and Success Criteria (LI & SC) displayed

'Bump It Up' Walls,

Goals

Student choice during Literacy

What did the Semester 1 data say?

LI, SC and Goals, Bump it Up were evident but students were not leading their learning

The majority of students surveyed across the school were unable to explain the intention and how to be successful

In response to this feedback we developed TPL (delivered in Early Term 3)

Learning Intentions and Success Criteria

Models, Critique and Descriptive Feedback
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Developing Quality Celebrations of Learning using Student Voice

Classroom Walkthrough data Gathered Semester 2 (Term 4)

Early Stage 1 – Teacher generated Learning Intentions were observed 10 times in early stage classrooms

70% of students surveyed were able to explain the intention and 60% explained how to be successful

Stage 1 – Teacher generated Learning Intentions were observed 12 times in stage 1 classrooms and student generated
8 times

66% of students surveyed were able to explain the intention, although work was still needed around explaining how to be
successful

Stage 2– 4 Teacher generated Learning Intentions were observed 4 times and student generated 2 times

All of the students surveyed were able to explain the intention success criteria

Stage 3 – Student generated Learning Intentions were observed in 5 of the 6 Stage 3 classrooms.

60% of students surveyed were able to explain the intention and success criteria

Where to next?

Teams set long term learning Intentions at stage planning and then smaller intentions as they work towards this long
term target.

Teachers unpack learning Intention to ensure students understand them.

Opportunities to reflect on progress towards achieving the learning intention is embedded in the lesson.

TPL around Models, Critique and Descriptive Feedback Planned and how to plan a quality showcase of learning.

Process 2:

Create experiences and events to support sharing of learning, including digital platforms, whilst creating opportunities for
students to record their progress.

Teachers received targeted Professional learning in 2018 on Seesaw is it became compulsory to use it across the
school, enabling all students to capture, share and reflect on their learning.

Impact:

Seesaw Survey

How has your experience using Seesaw affected your learning at school?

170 students were surveyed

81% of students felt that Seesaw helped their learning

19% who responded negatively didn't use it or preferred Google Classroom and Flipgrid

Student Comments which indicate students leading their learning

Being able to see my mistakes is great and also showing my family what I succeeded in.

It also affects our learning by showing ourselves how we have improved on our work.

I go home and sometimes check seesaw to see our projects again to see what we can improve on next time.

I look forward to coming home and seeing what has been posted on seesaw. I enjoy revising my work and seeing what I
did from everyone's perspective. It also lets my parents know what I do at school.

Process 3

Implement evidence–based whole school practices, resulting in measurable improvements in wellbeing and engagement
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to support learning.

Goal: Over 80% of students indicate that they feel happy and safe at school

Wellbeing at Rosehill is embedded in everything the school does. This is brought about by a whole–school approach
involving staff, students, parents and the broader community. Positive Behaviour for Learning (PB4L) is one of the most
important student wellbeing programs in place at Rosehill. This program is embedded within the school and is constantly
being evaluated and adjusted to suit the changing local context. The PB4L initiative was re–launched in Term 2 2018 as
'PB4L'. With the arrival of so many new staff at Rosehill, the school felt it was important to clarify the core values and
messages of PB4L with all staff. The PB4L committee have worked really hard over two years to refine the new program,
to make sure everyone is on board and to ensure student expectations are clear and embedded within existing systems.
PB4L lessons, flowcharts and systems have been developed to ensure consistency across the whole school. A mascot,
called 'Rosie' was adopted this year as part of the PB4L relaunch. Rosie represents safe, respectful learners. As part of
PB4L, Rosehill has also implemented a reward program for students called 'the Rosies'. This is a merit system based on
'safe awards', 'respectful awards' and 'learner awards'. The merit system has created buy–in with students, teachers and
parents. 'It doesn't matter whether or not they're a little kindy child or they're a too cool Year 6 child, everyone still likes to
get a Rosie. They all get really excited when they receive a Rosie'. Kirsty Parra, Relieving Assistant Principal and
Classroom Teacher.

Rosehill has a strong focus on staff wellbeing. Staff morale is high and that Rosehill is a 'happy' place to work. This focus
on staff wellbeing in 2018 has been critical to ensuring that there is both a culture of trust and strong commitment from
staff at the school. In 2018 the Rosehill PS Executive implemented a 'wellbeing week' each term for staff in response to
feedback from them. Wellbeing week aims to build wellbeing at the collegial level. Staff feedback on the 2018 wellbeing
weeks was that they feel cared for and appreciated despite the sometimes heavy workloads. Many of the staff also met
on a Friday afternoon in 2018 to play sport together. This has provided an important opportunity for staff to socialise,
particularly as building works at the school have made it necessary to split lunchtime, and K–2 and 3–6 staff otherwise
spend little time together during the week. Friday afternoon sport has helped to boost staff morale across the school.

In 2018, Rosehill Public School was one of only 5 schools in NSW in 2018 to be selected to be involved in a DoE Centre
for Education, Statistics and Evaluation case study report on how we embed a culture of wellbeing in teaching and
learning practice in our school. The case study report promoted the valuable work that is being done by our teachers and
leaders to ensure that every student is known, valued and cared for and served as an exemplar for other schools across
NSW to model their own practice.

2018 Tell Them From Me (TTFM) data shows 92% of students felt that they were engaged and challenged with their
learning in general in 2018. 100% of parents felt that the PBL approach positively affected their child's engagement at
school. 95% of teachers stated that this approach has positively impacted student engagement and learning including
the 4 Cs of communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity. 96% of students indicated that they feel
happy and safe at school.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

The TTFM student survey
indicates student improvement in
their capacity to lead their own
learning.

As Per SD1 Results of the Parent TTFM open ended survey
showed that of 64 parents that responded 63 felt
that Seesaw allowed them to be more engaged in
their child's learning.  Of the student survey 170
students responded with 81% of students believing
that Seesaw helped their learning. Of the 19% of
students that made negative comments about
Seesaw students commented that they didn't use it,
or in some cases preferred Google Classroom and
Flipgrid.

When reflecting on responses students
acknowledged how Seesaw helped them become
'leaders of their own learning', but enabling them to
share their learning goals with their parents,
another student commented  'I go home and
sometimes check seesaw to see our projects again
to see what we can improve on next time!'

Classroom Walkthrough data Gathered
Semester 2 (Term 4) in SD1 table

Student data indicates they are As per SD1 All Year groups achieved > than or = to 78% and
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

bumping up their learning and
monitoring their learning growth,
with a minimum of 80% of
students performing at or above
their grade level in literacy and
numeracy.

above on our Semester 2 report analysis in English

All Year groups achieved > than or = to 71% as
seen in Literacy PLAN data (average of all clusters)

All Year groups achieved > than or = to 77% and
above on our Semester 2 report analysis in
Mathematics.

All Year groups achieved > than or = to 83% as
seen in Mathematic PLAN data (average of all
clusters)

Kindergarten Achieved 96% in Literacy and
Numeracy

Classroom Walkthrough data Gathered
Semester 2 (Term 4) in SD1 table

TESA tool evaluation of the
student voice aspect has an
upward trend.

Paid for in 2017 Achieved

Learning goals are embedded in
all classrooms at stage, class and
student level, evidenced
by Classroom Walkthrough data
analysis.

As per SD1 Classroom Walkthrough data Gathered
Semester 2 (Term 4) in SD1 table

Next Steps

Based on 2018's baseline data, our 2019 milestones will see us move in the following directions:

Process 1: Authentic embedment of Assessment For Learning  practices, visible thinking, goal setting, learning
co–creation and critiquing for effective feedback and feed forward at all levels.

We will continue to focus on providing authentic TPL opportunities to support teachers to build greater student agency in
their learning, with a focus on feedback and critiquing. Our responsive approach to TPL was implemented in T3 and T4,
2018, and will continue in 2019 as part of SD2, Process 1 milestones.

Process 2: Create experiences and events to support sharing of learning, including digital platforms, whilst creating
opportunities for students to record their progress.

The digital platform of 'SeeSaw' will continue to be implemented across P–6 in 2019. Our milestones will focus on
increasing consistency regarding usage and content across all classes, establishing shared expectations as a whole
staff, based on our 2018 TTFM data. Of paramount importance, we will continue to increase student ownership of this
journaling process through the lens of SD2. Possible directions – broadening the choice of platforms based on student
interest, to increase agency and student buy–in to the process (i.e. Google classroom)

Process 3: Implement evidence–based whole school practices, resulting in measurable improvements in wellbeing and
engagement to support learning.

2019 will see the formation of a fresh PB4L committee, and the continued refinement of our whole–school PB4L
systems, particularly our merit systems and classroom and playground positive behaviour systems. We will strongly
focus on our Sentral Wellbeing data to track the level of negative incidents across 2019 in a consistent and ongoing
manner, with the aim of seeing a downward trend in the number of behavioural referrals and suspensions from 2018.
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Strategic Direction 3

Inclusive Learning Partnerships

Purpose

Continue to grow a globally connected school community where relationships are enhanced and inclusive.

Overall summary of progress

Purpose:

To continue to grow a globally connected school community where relationships are enhanced and inclusive.

In 2018 the SD3 team have implemented a number of effective strategies to build inclusive learning partnerships. For
instance, in conjuction with our work in SD2, 'students as leaders of their own learning', Seesaw is currently being used
to support the sharing of learning, whilst creating opportunities for students to record their progress. Our parents are
reporting a great appreciation for Seesaw and how it allows them to engage with their child's learning in way that they
feel comfortable. In the 2018 Parent Tell Them From Me survey, 98% of parents indicated that Seesaw has allowed them
to be more engaged in their child's learning. One issue expressed by parents in 2018 was that some teachers were using
Seesaw more consistently than others, this is a concern as some parents and students could be missing out on some
valuable impact here. In order to address this issue, the SD3 team is currently strategically working with staff P–6 to
develop a united school wide commitment to engaging parents in inclusive teacher–student–parent partnerships in a
manner that best suits the diverse needs of the community. Grade and school wide protocols will be developed in early
2019 to ensure consistent use of Seesaw P–6 across the school to result in equal impact for parents and students.
These new protocols will be presented to parents in the coming weeks via Meet the Teacher night and through the
School App and Newsletter; feedback from the community will be sourced and adjustments made that arise from this.
Team leaders will then guide their teams throughout the year to ensure execution in this area. Further feedback from the
community will be obtained throughout 2019 on our progress to allow extra adjustments to be made.

Through respectful, open and transparent communication and consultation with staff, students and the school
community, the school is on track to execute the SD3 vision to actively engage parents as partners. There was a greater
transparency in school processes in 2018 which has created a culture of inclusion and trust. Parents and staff displayed
increased confidence in the contribution they are able to make to the school and student learning and appreciate that
their voices are genuinely being heard. Parent and community participation at Rosehill Public School increased in 2018
from 2017 and community, student and staff satisfaction and approval was consistently high. In the 2017 Parent TTFM
Survey only 36% of parents indicated that they attended meetings or social functions at the school more than three times
as opposed to 48% in 2018. In the 2018 People Matter Survey, 94% of staff indicated that they understand what is
expected of them to do well in their role, this was an improvement of 12% from 2017.

Instead of a traditional P&C, in 2018 the school implemented a 'parent group' which meets at least twice a term. The
'parent group' style is more relaxed than a formal P&C and it gives parents the opportunity to engage with the school in a
less structured way. 30–200 parents come to these meetings at any one time and are happy to voice an opinion which
the Senior Executive Team collaboratively work together to solve any issues or concerns. For example, parents
expressed concern in Semester 1 2018 that some students were getting more 'Rosies' than others and this was creating
tension between students, so we facilitated the implementation of a 'kindness bucket' system. This system, which
encourages students to use words or actions to show that they care about their peers, has received a very positive
response from parents. Students at Rosehill have a duty to fill each student's bucket with kindness. Rosehill also runs
workshops to encourage parent engagement in their child's learning, and these are well attended. For instance, over 80
parents attended the meeting on composite classes. The key messages of the presentation were; 1. Unlike in some
other countries, there is no pass or fail system in our education system, children are taught at their own individual level.
2. There is 12 months or more difference between the oldest and youngest child in all of our classes K–6 at Rosehill,
therefore in reality all of our classes are multi age/composite classes.Impact: The feedback received since we delivered
these sessions was most positive and has indicated an increased understanding in how and why the classes have been
structured this way and how this will positively impact on their children.

In the 2018 TTFM teacher survey, the state norm for overall leadership was 7.1 as compared to Rosehill Public School's
score of 8 for overall leadership, including 8.6 for 'School leaders have helped me improve my teaching' and 8.6 for 'I
work with school leaders to create a safe and orderly school environment'. In the 2017 People Matter Survey, only 64%
of staff stated that 'My manager communicates effectively with me' as opposed to 82% in 2018. Only 30% of staff
indicated that senior managers listen to employees as opposed to 63% in 2018. In 2017 only 20% of staff agreed that
there is good cooperation between teams across our school as opposed to 68% in 2018. Only 55% of staff agreed that
there is good team spirit in their workgroup as opposed to 79% in 2018. In the 2018 TTFM student survey, the state
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norm for 'Students feel they have someone at school who consistently provides encouragement and can be turned to for
advice.' was 7.7 as compared to Rosehill Public School's score of 8.5. Parents are now feeling more comfortable in
helping our teachers at school. The 2017 TTFM indicated that only 10% of parents assisted teachers in the classrooms
in 2017 as opposed to 24% of parents in 2018.

Process 1: Build parent engagement by using best practice to embed a culture of high expectations, and cater
for the community through parent professional learning, initiatives and online communication tools.

Milestones Achieved:
 • Parent Community Survey
 • Establishment of Parent Group
 • School Community Events such as PB4L Launch and PBL/STEM showcases
 • Playgroup
 • All classes registered and using SeeSaw
 • Implement Parent Group Professional Learning Calendar
 • Parent 'Tell Them From Me' survey

60 parents responded to the parent community survey, advertised through the School App and Newsletter. Questions
were centred on 2 areas based on discussions from Parent Group Meetings – Seesaw and school communication to
develop strategic direction three milestones.

 • 95% of parents responded that they use Seesaw and find it useful
 • 96% of respondents said they would like to see more on Seesaw
 • 96% of respondents stated that the eNews app is informative
 • 67% of parents chose to comment on effective school communication in optional comment section
 • Parents feel the school uses effective communication tools to keep them informed

Parent Group
 • Parents voluntarily meet twice a term to discuss topics such as:
 • PB4L
 • Assessment and Reporting
 • School Plan
 • Cyber Safety (presented by Guest Speaker)
 • Discussion of any issues raised by parents.
 • Numbers of parents attending vary depending on topic, ranging from 20–200 parents, excellent feedback received.

School Community Events
 • PB4L Launch
 • Project Based Learning and STEM showcases
 • Stage 2 PBL showcase had an attendance of 83 parents.
 • Stage 3 STEM showcase – Mars Rovers
 • Stage 1 PBL showcase had an attendance of exactly 100 parents.
 • Parents who were unable to attend showcases expressed appreciation to teachers for posting pictures and videos

on Seesaw.

SeeSaw
 • All classes across the school are registered and using Seesaw as an online communication tool with parents
 • Minimum requirements of Seesaw use to be developed Early Term 1, 2019
 • From Parent "Tell Them From Me" survey, 98% of parents indicated that Seesaw has allowed them to be more

engaged in their child's learning.
 • Seesaw seems to be my only saving grace for getting updates of how my child is while I am at work. It makes for

easier communication directly with my child's teacher. I enjoy the videos and photos of what my child has been
learning, then able to engage in a conversation with her about it when I get home from work.

 • We get real–time information and an insight into the classroom. It is one of the mediums to effectively
communicate with the teacher as well.

 • Seesaw is fantastic and it amazes me how my son's teacher keeps us informed not only in school hours but also in
her own time.

Process 2: The leadership team builds processes for teachers and leaders to share learning, establishing a
professional learning community focusing on continuous improvement of teaching and learning.
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Milestones Achieved:
 • Ongoing Professional Learning
 • 2018 TeachMeet with Oatlands PS
 • Connections with the wider and global community
 • Establishment of Aspiring Leaders group

Ongoing Professional Learning

Professional Learning Focuses in 2018:
 • Focus on Reading (Phases 1 & 2)
 • Student Voice and Choice
 • Upskilling staff in aspects of technology including iPads and robotics
 • As per Classroom Walkthrough data
 • Technology team collecting data to guide future professional learning
 • Aspects of Focus on Reading beginning to be implemented in programs

2018 TeachMeet with Oatlands PS

 Term 3 Twilight session
 • 16 RPS staff presented
 • 4 Oatlands PS staff presented
 • Building teacher capacity through sharing of expertise

Connections with the Wider and Global Community
 • KidsMeet with Parramatta PS – Stage 2
 • Intercontinental Kinders – partnerships with schools in the USA
 • Rural Connections – Stage 3 partnerships with rural schools across NSW
 • Students and teachers develop authentic, real–world connections with schools in the wider community and across

the globe
 • Teachers have developed professional relationships, building their capacity to improve teaching and learning

Establishment of Aspiring Leaders group
 • Group of self–identified aspiring leaders.
 • Participants are aiming to build their leadership capacity through professional learning and leadership opportunities

within the school in 2019.
 • Currently they are creating a proposal around what impact they can have on our School Plan for 2019.
 • We currently have 25 staff members who have volunteered for the group
 • Aspiring leaders have completed TSAT and PAT – this is being used to create strength based goals for action

research leadership opportunities in 2019

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Minimum of 90% of parents and
carers accessing Seesaw, School
eNews app and the school
website.

N/A Parent Group Meetings were held throughout the
course of the year to encourage awareness and
increase parent/carer use of Seesaw, School
eNews app and the school website.

More than 90% of parents and carers regularly
access Seesaw, the School eNews app and the
school website.

95% of parents who responded to a parent survey
said they use Seesaw and find it useful.

Survey data reflects an increase
in parent satisfaction regarding
quality of information provided
through online platforms.

N/A In the 2018 Parent Tell Them From Me survey, 98%
of parents indicated that Seesaw had allowed them
to be more engaged in their child's learning.
Community satisfaction and approval was
consistently high.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Survey data reflects an increase
in parent satisfaction regarding
quality of information provided
through online platforms.

96% of parents who responded to a parent survey
stated that the School eNews app is informative.
67% of parents chose to comment on effective
school communication in an optional comment
section, with parents feelings that the school uses
effective communication tools to keep them
informed.

A plan was developed for a united, school–wide
commitment to engaging parents in inclusive
teacher–student–parent partnerships in a manner
that best suits the diverse needs of the community.
Grade and school–wide protocols were developed
in early 2019 to ensure consistent use of Seesaw
P–6 across the school to result in equal impact for
parents and students. Information about these new
protocols was presented to parents via Meet the
Teacher night and through the School App and
Newsletter. Feedback from the community was
sourced, with adjustments made arising from this.

Increased attendance data at
parent professional
learning/initiatives.

N/A Parent and community participation at Rosehill
Public School increased from 2017 to 2018. The
2017 TTFM indicated that only 10% of parents
assisted teachers in the classrooms in 2017, as
opposed to 24% of parents in 2018.

Instead of a traditional P&C, in 2018 the school
implemented a 'parent group' which met at least
twice a term. The 'parent group' style is more
relaxed than a formal P&C, giving parents the
opportunity to engage with the school in a less
structured way. 30–200 parents came to these
meetings at any one time.

A variety of parent meetings were held throughout
2018. In the 2017 Parent TTFM survey, only 36% of
parents indicated that they attended meetings or
social functions at the school more than three
times, as opposed to 48% in 2018.

Early in the year, a Parent Group Meeting was held
concerning the formation of classes and the School
Plan, with separate morning and afternoon sessions
held to ensure maximum parent attendance. Over
80 parents attended.

Survey data reflects an increase
in staff satisfaction regarding
quality of TPL opportunities
provided, including professional
community networks.

As per SD1 and 2 In the 2018 People Matter survey, 94% of staff
indicated that they understand what is expected of
them to do well in their role. This was an
improvement of 12% from 2017.

In the 2018 TTFM teacher survey, the state norm
for overall leadership was 7.1 as compared to
Rosehill Public School's score of 8 for overall
leadership, including 8.6 for 'School leaders have
helped me improve my teaching' and 8.6 for 'I work
with school leaders to create a safe and orderly
school environment'.

In the 2017 People Matter Survey, only 64% of staff
stated that 'My manager communicates effectively
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Survey data reflects an increase
in staff satisfaction regarding
quality of TPL opportunities
provided, including professional
community networks.

with me' as opposed to 82% in 2018. Only 30% of
staff indicated that senior managers listen to
employees as opposed to 63% in 2018.

In 2017 only 20% of staff agreed that there is good
cooperation between teams across our school as
opposed to 68% in 2018. Only 55% of staff in 2017
agreed that there is good team spirit in their
workgroup as opposed to 79% in 2018.

During our 2018 Term 3 Staff Development Day,
the Senior Executive Team proficiently delivered a
presentation on the CESE 'What Works Best
Reflection Guide' where we were able to influence a
whole staff (P–6) commitment prioritising effective
21st century teaching and learning in their everyday
practice.

Next Steps

Based on 2018's baseline data, our 2019 milestones will see us move in the following directions:
Process 1: Build parent engagement by using best practice to embed a culture of high expectations, and cater for the
community through parent professional learning, initiatives and online communication tools.

 • SeeSaw parametres for staff based on TPL/Survey
 • Formalise parent professional learning calendar early in 2019
 • TTFM Survey – Parent cafe to promote an increased number of participants
 • TTFM Survey – School Supports Learning? Investigate how to change parent perception

Process 2: The leadership team builds processes for teachers and leaders to share learning, establishing a professional
learning community focusing on continuous improvement of teaching and learning.

 • Work in collaboration with other schools (possibly GPS) in 2019 for TeachMeet
 • Continue to build leadership capacity where they start leading their action research projects under executive

mentorship
 • Continued development of wider community and global partnerships
 • Rosehill PS to drive the direction of the Parramatta Learning Community (PLC) for us to work together with the 6

other schools to create a combined strategic vision for the group in line with our school plans.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $1,956 There are very few Aboriginal students at
Rosehill Public School. Funds were used to
assist students with learning and attendance
programs and implementation of PLPs.

English language proficiency $424,964 This amount includes salaries of 3.6 EALD
teachers. Extra funds were applied to
additional EALD time in classes. Additional
support for EALD students. In class
identification and tailored EALD intervention
to support students, in conjunction with the
NAP program. Additional support for refugee
students.

Low level adjustment for disability $194,450 This amount includes the salary of 1.2 LAST
teachers. Additional funds were expended to
add SLSO support time in class for targeted
students. SLSO support for identified
students. IEPs implemented in class.
Identified students had daily adjustments to
their class programs. The LST teacher
prioritised student support and collaboratively
built IEPs, PLPs and BMPs.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

$123,686 Executive staff were allocated weekly time to
assist class teachers with shoulder to
shoulder support to use data for learning
growth, build teaching capacity and develop
their PDP goals.

Socio–economic background $33,928 Additional support for Early Intervention in
Kindergarten through the provision of an
additional teacher to support early literacy
development. Data indicated that 96% of
students were achieving stage outcomes on
the Literacy continuum.

Support for beginning teachers $52247 Beginning Teacher allocations were used for
extra time to plan and program and additional
support from mentors and executive to
develop PDP goals.

Targeted student support for
refugees and new arrivals

$729 Refugees and New Arrival students were
given additional EALD
support to implement small group and
targeted learning intervention and emotional
support programs.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 286 329 362 358

Girls 299 301 316 356

Rosehill Public School has a rapidly increasing student
population. The student cohort entering kindergarten is
the largest in the history of the school. The overall
student population is increasing as these large entry
cohorts progress through the school. New buildings will
cater for the increasing student population and should
be completed in 2019–2020.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 93.3 94.7 93.3 91.9

1 92 94.7 92.5 92.2

2 93.6 94.7 93.8 93.1

3 94.4 95.1 93.5 93.3

4 93.5 94.8 93.6 92.6

5 92.6 93.5 94.8 92.8

6 93.2 94.9 93.5 93.6

All Years 93.2 94.7 93.5 92.7

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.4 94.4 94.4 93.8

1 93.8 93.9 93.8 93.4

2 94 94.1 94 93.5

3 94.1 94.2 94.1 93.6

4 94 93.9 93.9 93.4

5 94 93.9 93.8 93.2

6 93.5 93.4 93.3 92.5

All Years 94 94 93.9 93.4

Management of non-attendance

While student attendance is valued by the school
community a significant body of students exit the school
early in Term 4 to fly to family gatherings and
celebrations at the end of the year. Attendance at the
beginning of the year is affected by this extended leave
period that begins in November–December.

Parents are informed of the need for high attendance
for learning success through newsletters and parent
meetings. Extended leave forms are a requirement
when parents choose for students to have extensive
absence from school.

Attendance is monitored by the Home School Liaison
Officer in partnership with the Deputy Principal.
Attendance that is unsatisfactory is followed up by
meetings with parents/ carers and the implementation
of Attendance Improvement Plans where necessary.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Deputy Principal(s) 2

Assistant Principal(s) 4

Classroom Teacher(s) 31

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.84

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 1.2

Teacher Librarian 1.2

Teacher ESL 3.8

School Counsellor 1

School Administration and Support
Staff

6.67

*Full Time Equivalent

Rosehill Public School is staffed by the Department of
Education according to student enrolment data. The
staff population is diverse ranging from Beginning
Teachers to very experienced executive staff. The
Rosehill Public School staff includes Aboriginal staff
members. The learning programs are supported by
highly skilled School Administrative and Support staff
and capable, committed School Learning Support
officers.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 0

Professional learning and teacher accreditation
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Professional Learning for teachers focussed on quality
teaching, research proven practice and data driven
school improvement. Teachers met weekly and in
teams to refine teaching programs, reflect on and
improve their work and build capacity to cater for all
students at Rosehill Public School. All teachers meet
accreditation standards. Beginning Teachers worked
with their executive mentors to ensure they were
inducted effectively into the profession and that they
are meeting the NESA Professional Teaching
Standards.

Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 495,322

Revenue 7,103,553

Appropriation 6,834,800

Sale of Goods and Services 46,089

Grants and Contributions 215,006

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 1,800

Investment Income 5,857

Expenses -6,803,712

Recurrent Expenses -6,803,712

Employee Related -6,247,447

Operating Expenses -556,265

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

299,841

Balance Carried Forward 795,163

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. A
full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled at
the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 4,957,468

Base Per Capita 134,778

Base Location 0

Other Base 4,822,690

Equity Total 655,299

Equity Aboriginal 1,956

Equity Socio economic 33,928

Equity Language 424,964

Equity Disability 194,450

Targeted Total 82,880

Other Total 661,904

Grand Total 6,357,551

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

School-based assessment

All stages triangulate learning data. PLAN, Consistency
of Teacher Judgment, NAPLAN and PAT
(ProgressiveAchievement Test– ACER) data is
analysed at Stage level. This information informs
referral to the Learning And Support Team for explicit
management of students 'individual learning needs.

Early Literacy Intervention Funds

Year 1 have additional explicit intervention based on
learning data to ensure their foundational literacy skills
are supported through Individual Learning Plans.

EALD progression

Significant percentages of students across the grades
K–6 are Beginning and Emerging English language
learners. Their progress is managed in partnership with
the class teachers and the EALD team.

PLAN and Best Start

At Rosehill Public School, the goal is for at least 80% of
students in each grade to be consistently achieving at
or above grade expectations in all areas of literacy and
numeracy by 2020. Additional funding was applied to
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Kindergarten Literacy learning, through the provision of
a support teacher. Rosehill Public School has been
concentrating on using learning data to drive
improvement in student learning outcomes. Explicit
teaching across English and Mathematics, coupled with
personalised professional learning for teachers, has
seen significant improvement in teachers'
understanding of their impact on student learning
outcomes. The EALD team have worked on targeted
interventions to support students learning English as
the school has a 90% population who are learning
English as a second language or dialect.

2018 Semester 2 Year 1–6 report and PLAN analysis
showed that the school is well on track to meeting this
target with at least 77% of all year groups achieving at
or above grade expectation for English and
Mathematics. The strongest results were achieved in
Kindergarten with end of year literacy and numeracy
continuum data analysis showing 96% of students
achieving at or above end of year grade expectation in
all areas.

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

In 2018 40.2% of students fell in the top two bands in
year 3 reading, with a further 13.4 % falling in bands 7,
8 and 10 in the online testing structure which allows
students to more fully display their potential. 43.2% of
students fell in the top 2 bands in writing. 4.9% and
1.2% fell in the bottom band in reading and writing
(band 1– below minimum standard).

In 2018 28% of students fell in the top two bands in
year 5 reading, with a further 4.7% falling in band 9 in
the online testing structure which allows students to
more fully display their potential. 33% of students fell in
the top 2 bands for writing. 10.6% and 7.1% fell in
between band 1 and band 3 inclusive (below minimum
standard) in reading and writing.

Average Year 5 reading and writing growth was 75.5
and 63.9 as compared to state average which was 82.7
and 47.6.

In 2018 40% of students fell in the top two bands in
year 3 numeracy, with a further 8% falling in bands 7&8
in the online testing structure which allows students to
more fully display their potential. 2.5% fell in the bottom
band (band 1– below minimum standard).

In 2018 29.7% of students fell in the top two bands in
year 5 numeracy, with a further 3.6% falling in bands
9&10 in the online testing structure which allows
students to more fully display their potential. 1.2% of
students fell in between band 1 and band 3 inclusive
(below minimum standard).

Average Year 5 numeracy growth was 112 which
compared favourably to state average which was 93.1.

The My School website provides detailed information
and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go
to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access the school
data. As schools transition to NAPLAN online, the band
distribution of results is not directly comparable to band
averages from previous years. While the 10 band
distribution available to schools who completed
NAPLAN online is a more accurate reflection of student
performance, caution should be taken when
considering results relative to what was formerly a six
band distribution. As the full transition of NAPLAN
online continues, the most appropriate way to
communicate results for NAPLAN online is by scaled
scores and scaled growth. This is the reporting format
agreed by state and territory education ministers, and is
reflected on the myschool website.

In accordance with the Premier's Priorities: Improving
education results and State Priorities: Better services
–Improving Aboriginal education outcomes for students
in the top two NAPLAN bands, Rosehill Public School
implements Personalised Learning Plans that supports
students in attempting to meet the state priorities.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

The 'Tell Them From Me Student and Parent Surveys'
were used to seek the opinions of the community
regarding satisfaction. 235 students in grades 4–6 were
included and 88 parents completed the survey in 2018.
Classroom Walkthrough Data was used to assess
teachers' development of core school professional
learning foci.

Student Satisfaction

Rosehill Public School students indicate they are
motivated learners and apply significant effort at school.
They recorded a score of 8.8– exceeding the state
score of 8.2 In the category of 'Effective learning time',
students indicated important concepts are taught well,
class time is used efficiently, and homework and
evaluations support class objectives. Rosehill students'
score was 8.5, state–7.9 In the category of 'Relevance',
students find classroom instruction relevant to their
everyday lives. Recording 8.7, state–8.2 In the category
of 'Rigour', students feel classroom instruction is
well–organised, with a clear purpose, and with
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feedback that helps them learn. They scored 8.9
compared to the state score of 8.4 for Positive
teacher–student relations; students feel teachers are
responsive to their needs and encourage independence
with a democratic approach.

Parents

Parents feel welcome 7.7 compared to state 7.4. I can
easily speak with my child's teacher being the highest
category with a score of 8.3. Parents are informed 7.4
compared to state 6.6. Parents support learning at
home 7.1 compared to state 6.3. Encourage your child
to do well at school scored 7.8 and praise your child for
doing well at school. 8.2. Take an interest in your child's
school assignments scored 7.7. School supports
learning 7.3 compared to state 7.3. School supports
child's behaviour 7.5 –state 6.7. Safety at school 7.5
compared to state 7.4.

Teachers

As a school, our professional learning practices are
embedded. Data indicates: Most students are clear
about what they are trying to learn. Many students are
clear about the success criteria and can, with support,
use these to judge the quality of their own and each
others' work and identify how best to improve it. As a
school, we are working towards students routinely
determining and using their own success criteria to
improve. In paired or group discussions most students
contribute and learn from each other. Writing data has
a significant upward trend due to quality teaching
practice being embraced by most staff. Professional
learning in relation to Assessment for Learning and
Focus on Reading has been enthusiastically embraced
by staff and its impact is impressive. Leadership and
parent involvement scored 8.0 compared to state 7.1
and 7.7 compared to state 6.8. Quality Feedback
scored 7.8 compared to state 7.3.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Aboriginal education

Aboriginal Education is embedded in class programs.
The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and
cultures cross curriculum priority and the Intercultural
Understanding general capability is integrated in stage
programming and is included in Project Based
Learning.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Multicultural and anti–racism education

The school actively engages in class programs that
reflect respect for multiculturalism and inclusivity. A
trained ARCO supports positive student interactions
and supports inclusivity and tolerance. Students from
refugee and non English speaking backgrounds are
supported by an expert team of EALD staff and New
Arrivals students are identified and explicitly supported

to successfully access the curriculum.
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